
Name: ____________________

Directions: Complete picture graph to answer the questions below.

Movie Time

Snacks at the Movies 
popcorn

pretzel

soda

= 1 person = 1 person = 1 person

1. How many people got popcorn at the movies ? ________

2. How many people got a soda at the movies ? ________

3. How many people got popcorn and a soda at the movies ? _____

4. Did people buy more sodas or pretzels at the movies ?

5. Which snack did people buy the least of ? __________________

6. How many more popcorns were bought than sodas ? ________

7. Which snack did people buy the most of ? _________________
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Total



Name: ____________________

Directions: Use the picture graph to answer the questions below.

S’more Supplies 
graham
crackers

marshmallows

chocolate

= 1 box = 1 bag = 1 bar

1. How many bags of marshmallows are there ? ________

2. How many boxes of graham crackers are there ? ________

3. Which supply has the least number ? __________________________  

4. Are there more bags of marshmallows or bars of chocolate ?

5. Which supply has the most number ? _________________________

6. How many supplies are there altogether ? ________

7. There are more chocolate bars than boxes of graham crackers.
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Circle your answer:      TRUE          FALSE



Name: ____________________

Directions: Complete the bar graph. Use the bar graph to answer the questions below.

Animals at the Zoo 
monkey

lion

hippo

1. How many monkeys did we see at the zoo ? ________

2. How many hippos did we see at the zoo? ______________

3.  How many more lions than monkeys did we see ? _________

4.  How many animals were at the zoo altogether?   __________

5.  Which animal did we see the most of ? ______________________

6. Which animal did we see the least of ? _________________

7. We saw more hippos than monkeys at the zoo.
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Circle your answer:         TRUE          FALSE



Name: ____________________

Directions: Complete the bar graph. Use the bar graph to answer the questions below.

Favorite Pets
cat

dog

fish

1. How many children chose dogs ? ________

2. How many children chose fish? ______________

3.  How many pets are there altogether ? _______

4. How many more fish than dogs ?   __________

5. Which animal is the most favorite pet ? ______________________

6. Which animal is the least favorite pet ? _____________

7. More children chose dogs than cats.
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Name: ____________________

Directions: Complete the tally chart. Use the tally chart to answer the questions below.

Foods at the Cookout

hotdog

ice cream

1. How many            were eaten at the cookout ? ________

2. What food was eaten the least at the cookout? ________________

3.  How many more          than         were eaten ? _________

4.  How many          and          were eaten altogether?   __________

5.  Which food was eaten the most at the cookout? ________________

6. Were more        or           eaten ? _________________

7. There were 17 foods eaten in all at the cookout.
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Fun at the
Cookout

Total

Circle your answer:                 TRUE          FALSE



Name: ____________________

Directions: Complete the tally chart to answer the questions below.

School Supplies

Supplies for the Classroom 

scissors

1. How many  boxes of            are there for the classroom ? _____

2. How many pairs  of              are there for the classroom ? ________

3. Which supply has the least number ? ____________________  

4. Are there more crayons or scissors for the classroom ? ____________

5. How many more            than              ? __________

6. How many            and            are there altogether ? ________

7. There are more scissors than crayons for the classroom.
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crayons

Total

Circle your answer:                 TRUE          FALSE



Name: ____________________

Directions: Complete the tally chart to answer the questions below.

Interesting Insects

Insects in the Garden 

ladybug

1. How many          were there in the garden ? ___________

2. Which insect did the garden have the most of ? ________________  

3. Were there more          or          in the garden ? ___________________

4. How many more         than            ? __________

5. How many           ,         ,         are there altogether ? ________

6. There were 18 insects seen in all in the garden.
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butterfly

Total

bee

Circle your answer:                 TRUE          FALSE


